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Microsoft® Teams

The Advantages of Working Together
on the Same, Resilient Network

Microsoft® Teams on the Momentum Telecom
network delivers a fresh, intuitive user experience
that helps businesses collaborate together in one
place. With the ability to support a full range of
communications and Office 365 applications on the
same, secure platform, Microsoft® Teams empowers
every user to thrive in any role.

Benefits

» Reliability of a robust

carrier on a truly georedundant network.

NETWORK
Take advantage of Momentum’s enterprise-quality voice platform built on a
geo-redundant, highly resilient network that includes unparalleled security
and cutting-edge technology to ensure lasting quality service.
ENTERPRISE FEATURES
By integrating Microsoft® Teams with Momentum’s voice service, you
automatically have access to an advanced feature set and the ability to
integrate additional services (such as IVR and Contact Center) to ensure the
solution completely functions for every user.
ONE PLACE FOR CONVERSATIONS, MEETINGS AND CALLS
Chat privately or as a group, and join meetings with HD audio and video, all
in one place, instead of utilizing multiple applications.
SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE
Microsoft® Teams is integrated into Office 365, which means it features the
enterprise-grade security and compliance you need.

» All the benefits of a

Microsoft® product
without leaving the
Momentum Telecom
network.

» Ability to integrate

leading UCaaS services
and features.

» Access to Momentum’s

unique white-glove
experience, including
onboarding and awardwinning customer support.

COLLABORATE WITH INTEGRATED OFFICE 365 APPS
Office 365 apps like Word, Excel, and PowerPoint are easy to add, giving
you access to files and tools in one place, so you stay in your workflow.
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MOMENTUM WITH MICROSOFT® TEAMS
Our unique network architecture allows you to customize
Microsoft® Teams and fully integrate into the Momentum
voice platform. This allows users to take full advantage of
premium features not available directly from Microsoft® voice
service. These features include Quality of Service (QOS)
monitoring, Contact Center, Hunt Groups, Call Recording and
many other UCaaS services.
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MOMENTUM'S REDUNDANT NETWORK
Take advantage of Momentum's redundant,
high-availability, multi-tenant infrastructure to give you
the security and flexibility your business requires.
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